
INTRODUCTIO\'.Y 

The greatness of Kant is beyond· doubt and his greatness as 

a philosopher is e~pressed when it is said that no modern 

philosopher~, no rnc:ttter whethar he is a Kan~ian or anti 

-Kcu;ltian, must use I not only the method, but al~o the 

problems which Kant· has bequ~~th¢d to pl1ilosophy 1 • 1he 

problems are, of course, v~~Y difficult and i~ ~' th~ 

genuine difficu~t:y of ~h~ t>toP.iems; wi.th which Kat).t grappled, 

that J,argely ex;pl&.lqs ~P¥ w~ f~l tq Wlqerstan4 him wit~ thqt 

ease wi~h which ~ uqq~r~~and ~is predecessors, like · ~ 
. 

'Descartes, Hume and Leil::tliz, 

~~ problem of • syntn~t~io a· p.ci.ori judgemen'!:!t1 1 is • 

K~t~~ piroblerrj -in t:h~ 131:tn:H~ that ~.i= i~ ~t ~po fP# 1;~~ . 
I 

:f.irs:t: ~im~ has u~od the exp.r:·~t3~ .ion 'i3yni:: h$t;:Lc ~ p,iti lilri ~ ¥1-b,h 
' , I ' I 

reference to judg1ncants q,Qd druwn our attention t!:) 1;:ne 

signifioanc~ of suc!b jtldgmtlnts. Thi$ problem ina:y p~ 

described, without exaggeration, as·the central problem of 

. . 
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Kan·t• s philosophy and naturally a good nwnber of books and 

articles are alre~ldy~··available on it~ But all these# so 

far my.knOW'ledge goes, are treatments of Kant's central 

problem in· ·a rather piece-meal fashion. While dealing with 

this problem, they have confined their discussion witl)in a 

par'ticular •criti.que' of Kant, and so we lack a treatment 
• 

of it in a greater perspective of all the trree • critiques • 

taken together. It is this lacuna in the former treatments 

that has. inspired me to undertake my present work. My 

treatment of the problem, I believe, has a double advantage 

of explor;ng the.meaniQg of the expres3ion •synthetic a 

priori judgments• .i.n thi.$ or th~t particular •critique' of 
' . 

Kant and of discov·aring whether a single identical meaning 

can -be, associated with this expression in the whole gamut 

9f .~t~an philosophy. 

Kant demands that w' have 5yntbatic a pri~ri judtJrnents 

not only in the re11lm of ~heoretical knowlecfge but also' in 

the realms of moral. and aau1tnatic experiences. He further 

demands that we haye such judgments in all the above 

domains of experience, i.e., in all his three •critiques• 

in exactly the same1 sense. 'lhese two claims, though not 

· unrelated, are different. pur a.ssent to the first claim 

does not· imply our acceptance of the second one. The ~.resent 

thesis is, in fact~ mft;h~.l.¥ 90nc~J:Ued with th~ critical' 
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evaluation of Kant Is secood claim that we have s~tQ~tic a 
i 

priori judgments in ~ll. hi~ tnree •critiques • in eltactlJy 

the same ·sense, thCitLgh the qU.es:t.ion ~ ~l1fa tmplida"Pion or 

of the possibility, of. n synthetic a pnio.ri j\ldgement has 

not beerl left untouched. 

We d·o not havE: 1 synthetic a priori judgment$' in· all 
' 

the three •critiques' of Kant in exactly the same sense, 

and this is not unnatural since the. conditions of jud9ernent 

in the three 1 (:ritiques• can not be called identical. For 

theoretical judgements, i.e~, experience of objects in 

space and time, deal·t with in the SfiE.!,gge of PUre ~ason, . 

we require an a priori law or prlnciple supplied by the mind 

or understanding and also' an intuition of something given to 

the mind.. Our mind can not produce this intuition by 

itsel:f. 'D1us in the first •critique' our mind or intellect 

has only a 1 1 C>giCal USe I" 

In case of mor6l judgments, dealt with in the ~itigue 

of Practical ~2!1_, on the other hand, we are in need cnly 

of the a priori moral law or principle supplied by the. mind .. 

or reapon. Unlike the principles or laws of the understand-

ing, the universal mClral law of our reason completely· 

determines the instimct::s coming under it;;. 'lbe supremo 

principle of morali1:y is 9-ot just a ~test for judging an' 

action to be moral but it produces the intui-tion of sucri an 
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·action by itself. Thus our mind or intellect has a •real 

use I with reference to mor~ judHments. 

· An aesthetic judgmw.i!tlt, dealt with in the ££.!.~~ 

Jud.gmen'S_, is fundamentally different from the theoretical 

and moral,judgments of the first two •critiques•, since its 

predicate, 1 beautiful 1 is not at all a predicate in the 

' true sense of the tenn. An aesthetic judgment does not 

asse.rt. anything. about an object but ·simply expresses our 

feeling towards an object when we represent it to ourselves. 

An aesthetic judgment is not based on any objective a 

priori principle wi·th reference to which others may be 

compelled to accept the judgment • 

• The present thesis has been divided into six chapters. 

In ·tqe first chapter, an explanation of how Kant perfoDms 

the difficult job of combining the notion of necessity or 

a priority with that of syntheticity has been given and 

thereby the meaning of the expression •synthetic a priori', 

as it is used in thEe first • critique •, is explained. For 

this purpose two relevant distinctions, viz., a priori·- .. 

empirical distinction and analytic - synthetic distinction 

have been taken up for discussion. 

In the second chapter, attempts have been made to 

discoyer the· real implication or .significance of ~t • s . 
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thesis that •some judgments are synthetic a priori• and 

thereby the meaning of the expression •synthetic a p~ior~• 

has been further explained. TP!s chapter identifie$ some 

assumptions required for sustaining the thesis of synthetic 

a priori judgments. 

The third chapter explains the meaning ·of the expression 

1:iJyn.thetic a priori• as it is used. in the second •critique• 

and here it is sh~\~1 that :f.n tht£: sec~nd • critique • tp:i.s 
l 

expression does not and c~ not mean what it ~eans in the 
~ ... .,,. 

first •critique•. 

'lhe foUrth chapter is concerned \>T.ith the thirci 

• critique •, the ~~~!...2!.~~~· In order to find out 

the sense in which a _Judgment of taste is synthetic a priori 

an analysis of such a judgment has been undertaken fran 

different standpoints. It has been argued here that the 

logical status of syn1:hqf;:f,.d $ prior;!. judgments in the damain 

of aesthetic taste must bf) different fr~ the status of 

those synthetic a priori judgrr!l!lnts which we fiQd either in 

the first or in the s.ccond • critique 1 • 

'lhe fi:fth chapter deals with the question of the 

possibility of': synthetic a prJori judgments from the 
; : 

standpoint of· Qu).ne end logical posi'tivism .. 'Ihe theses of 

Quine and 'of the logic!~ positivists are critically dis~ussed 
and it is argued that the possibility of the synthetic a 

... · .. , 

·. 
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priori judgments can not be rejected simpl~ on the b~~s of 

the arguments ~dvanced py these philosophers. 

I 

Kan~s • second claim •, the claim that we have syntJ:letic a 

priori ju~gments in all his three •critiques• in exa~tly 

the same 'sense can not be st\Sta.ined. It is held that the 

concept of ·•synthetic ~ priori w is a dynamic ooncep~ in 

Kant's philosophy, that it begins to change its connotation . ' 

as we· pass fr<;lii'Io th~~ ffrst to the sec9nd 1 critique• and this 

change continues even in the third • critique 1 • 
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